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Inexplicably catchy Hyper-Disco Grindcore (sporting an industrial-sized 
dollop of alien hip hop, and a healthy dose of “WTF?”), Tokyo's SPACE STREAKINGS hit overdrive 
over and over again, blurring the line between man and machine in the race to the last groove. 

“The obstreperous, utterly contemporary sound of Japan’s Space Streakings is composed by 
Captain Insect (bass, programming), Kame Bazooka (bazookahorn!, vocals, alto saxophone), 
Karate Condor (turntables, guitar synth, vocoder) and Screaming Stomach (guitar, trumpet). 
Utilizing a mix of live instruments (Utilizing a mix of live instruments (both traditional and custom built) and harsh, repetitive 
programming, Space Streakings create a vivid new listening experience rather than a 
formulaic copy of a western style.” - All Music Guide

“The story of their formation, as well as their real names are a complete mystery (rumors 
swirl that all members of the band originally worked as video game programmers), though they 
are probably the only band ever to utilize a gas powered guitar...” - I Heart Noise

“With a cast that reads like a badly translated film festival, Space Streakings creates “With a cast that reads like a badly translated film festival, Space Streakings creates hyper-speed 
meltdown noise, a thick hysterical barrage of galloping electronic percussion, horns, whistles, 
samples and shouted Japanese vocals, achieving a disjointed level of frenzy that suggests a 
flooding factory full of workers scrambling for the exits in a blind panic. Far more boisterous than
American industrialists, the quartet rushes in and around its tracks
layering bits on to a point of distraction in which chaos would come
                                as a welcome relief.” - Trouser Press

At 20 Songs totaling 73 minutes, “First Love” collects the 1993 debut
album “Hatsu Koi” (produced by Zeni Geva’s K.K. Null) with rarely heard
demos from the band’s 1990 self-released cassette, all meticulously 
remastered by Makoto Oshiro for this release.
Compact Disc comes packaged in a densely illustrated Six-Panel Gatefold
Jacket including unseen photos, reproductions of gig flyers and album art.

01  Dream Dump Island
02  Bizarre Suspense
      “Spider Fiend”
03  Brain Dead
04  Magic Dragon
05  The Styx
06  Hiropon Goo!!06  Hiropon Goo!!
07  The Seasons in Love  
       or Hate (kiss & touch)
08  Do! Sports “a little bit” 
09  Megaton Baby Bomb
10  It Never Rains in 
       The Arctic Circle
111  Brain Buster Hyper Love

12  Dream Dump Island
13  Complaining Children
14  Kimono Woman
15  Enemy Plane Invasion
16  come up
17  Warning from Lady “S”
18  SpiderFiend18  SpiderFiend
19  The Styx
20  Start Over

In the quarter century that’s followed the release of their debut LP, there has 
never been another band that sounds quite like Japan’s SPACE STREAKINGS. catalog # GR129CD
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